
The Asymmetric Rotating Gamma System
Gamma ART 6000

Figure 1. The RGS ART 6000 System view.

The GAMMA ART 6000 Rotating Gamma System’s design is based on the USA patents
No. 5,528,653; No. 5,757,866; and 6,512,813 B1. The system utilizes concentric 360
degree arcs formed by convergent gamma-ray beams that are emitted from 30 Cobalt-60
cylindrical sources. The design of the GAMMA ART 6000 combines the accuracy of the
static gamma design and the “arching” of the accelerator based stereotactic radiosurgery
system. The rotation of the Cobalt-60 gamma-ray beams during treatment is the major
enhancement resulting in many advantages. By rotating the source body, primary
collimators and secondary collimators together, a smaller number of radiation sources are
utilized.  Because the beams converge from greater solid angle as compared with the
static design, the radiation dose to normal, healthy tissue surrounding the target is
reduced, since the dose to the normal tissue is spread over a greater volume. The
secondary collimators are built-in, eliminating the need for secondary collimator helmets,
simplifying setup and changing of the treatment spot size. The use of fewer Cobalt-60
sources also reduces the cost for changing the sources. 



Compared to the linear accelerator based radiosurgery systems, the RGS design employs
much larger number of arcs in a single fraction to minimize dose to organs and tissues
surrounding the isocenter location, without increasing the treatment time and the
positional uncertainties.

The RGS system delivers dose from 6 groups of cobalt sources spaced at 60 degree
increments around the central axis of the treatment machine. Each group contains 5
sources increasingly inclined from the transverse plane. The first source is located at an
incline of 13 degrees which increases to 43 degrees for the fifth source. Additionally,
each of the 6 groups contains a slight offset of incline angle. 

Figure 2. The helmets with holes for Cobalt-60 sources and a
secondary collimators pluging.

The combined effect of this geometry, when rotated during treatment is to produce a
region of dose that can be thought of as five conical wedges whose axis is coincident with
the rotation of the treatment machine. The treatment planning system Explorer 3D™
is implemented on a graphic computer workstation running Windows 2000 / NT. Dose
calculation is accomplished in two steps. First, for each shot, a normalized dose rate
matrix is generated.  The individual shot matrices are then scaled, weighted and summed
into a single dose rate matrix.  Actual dose times are derived from the prescription dose
and the dose rate matrix, and then adjusted for the age of the radioactive sources.



FOTART PACKAGE

Overview of Package

FOTART package for Gamma ART6000TM Rotating Gamma System dose
calculation Monte Carlo techniques for calculating 3D dose inside a
patient's head with geometry resolution that CT was made by the scaner. The
code FOTELP (http://www.nea.fr/dprog/) is an engine for all
Monte Carlo simulation. FOTART package is a Windows application and
consists of two programs. First, the FOTELP-COLL, with full physics and
real shape and with dimensions of the photon source from C0-60 source, is
simulating their transport and gives an emission spectra of primary and
secondary particles (photon and electron) at the end of primary collimator.
With the good statistics, this simulation is to be done just once for the given
configuration of primary collimators. Second program, FOTELP-KNF, also
with full physics and real shapes and materials, uses preprocessed emission
spectra for calculating 3D dose during single rotation. When a patient's head
is placed into position for the isocenter of RGS ART 6000 can be placed at
the center of tumor, then preprocessed emission spectra is sucesivly
iradiating each secondary collimator and also patient's head afterwards.
Voxelized geometry of head and brain is providing an oportunity of using
the connection between the density and elementary composition of each
voxel. Quadratic form around the tumor with CT data resolution utilizes a
separate creation of matrix of deposed energy inside the form covered by
voxels.  This matrix also provides user to choose needed number of voxels
around the isocenter and to calculate an absolute absorbed dose in order to
obtain an appropriate correlation with the measurement of dose intensity in
isocenter.

The user can operate interactivly with programs FOTELP-COLL and
FOTELP-KNF as shown at Figure.3. On the right side of that figure there is
an introduction to a few steps that user has to make himself in dose planning,
for the first time only. Further in the text we describe these steps in their
order. In routine use, programs being run for once don't have to be repeated
later on.

http://www.nea.fr/dprog/


Figure 3. The main menu of FOTART Package

Planning steps 
FOTART Package has a number of steps that must be carried out in order to complete a
simulation. The steps are displayed on the right side of the main window. Selecting each
step displays the relevant information, options and buttons. Some of the steps must be
carried out once for each simulation while others don't.

1.  Configuring FOTELP-COLL for emission spectra
2.  TISSUES  data selection 
3.  PATIENT GEOMETRY from CT data
4.  AVOXMAT - material data selection 
5.  FEPDAT - cross section and probabilities preparation 
6. SENICA - preprocessing emission spectra 

      7.  RGS ART 6000 Geometry design
8.  FOTELP-KNF - 3D dose simulation
9. Tumor Dose Calculation



1.  Configuring FOTELP-COLL for emission spectra

FOTELP-COLL simulates photon transport from Cobalt-60 source as well as secondary
particles transport through the primary collimators and stores the information about
particles that reach the collimator's exit in the ASURF.DAT file. This file, renamed into
ASURF.INP is later used for next simulation by FOTELP-KNF program. The FOTELP-
COLL simulation must be carried out at least once before any other simulation is
possible. The number of resulting particles depends on the specified number of photons
emitted from the source.

Configuring of FOTELP-COLL program is finished with choice of simulation
parameters shown at the Figure 4.

Figure 4. The FOTELP-COLL configuration windows

It is possible to re-use the existing particle information and append new simulation
results to it - i.e. in order to attain a sufficient number of particles the user can run
FOTELP-COLL as many times as needed: the results will be compounded. 

The scheme of photon source, primary and secondary collimator with phantom is shown
at Figure.5. In planning the routine therapy, FOTLP-COLL is to be used only at the
beginning or when necceseary in order to obtain an emission spectra at the bottom of
primary collimator (light cyan zone) with option ISURF=10 (See detailes in
Readme.doc).



Sometimes there is a need of knowing the distribution of deposed energy in phantom,
when any of 4 collimator types is to be used. Program FOTELP-COLL has such an
opportunity, and a following text is related to that usage which user starts from the
command line.

a) The choice of source material, primary collimator and protection. Number of
materials (first line) is to be chosen by starting program fmatsel.exe, then the
codes of materials from file material.dat (second line), lower and upper energy
of particles (MeV), the factor of scale MFAK=8 (third line) and parameters of
angular distributions 1, 1, 1 (fourth line). At the end, the file fepdat.inp appears
for starting program fepdat.exe which is calculating cross section and transition
probabilities for the chosen materials.

b) Data preparation for the simulation starts with putting data into file fotelp.inp.
Then the program fotelp.exe simulates photon transport and obtaining of
ASURF.DAT file with particles emission spectra. This program uses any rfg.inp
geometry file for simulation for collimators of 4mm, 8mm, 14mm or 18mm type
(THA2K5, THB2K5,THC2K5 or THD2K5), because any of them has an identical
primary collimator.

c) For this way of using program FOTELP-COLL one should consult fot-3k3.pdf
where all the details of data preparation are described.

Figure 5. The Cobalt-60 sources, primary and secondary
collimator with geometry zone for emission spectra simulation,
and phantom for 3D deposed energy distribution



2.  TISSUES  data selection 
FOTART offers two predefined tissue configuration files: one containing 11 tissues and
the other containing 21 tissues. These data are published in article: Ilic R D et all, SRNA
- Monte Carlo codes for proton transport simulation in combined and voxelized
geometries, Nuclear Technology & Radiation Protection Vol XVII (2002) 1-2, 27-37.
User can simply choose which file to use in the simulation. In case of user has a need to
configure different material composition by himself, it is recommended to do that in
corespondence with model described in the article: Schneider W et all, Correlation
between CT number and tissue parameter needed for Monte Carlo simulation of clinical
dose distribution, Phys. Med. Biol. 45 (2000) 459-478.

3. PATIENT GEOMETRY from CT data

Selecting this step displays the information about the patient geometry. Generally, the
user must:

- Load a CT image (using menu File/Open Dicom Image)

- Define the head rectangle. This rectangle must contain all voxels of the patient's head,
and at the same time be optimal in the way that its size is minimal (with as little air
around the head as possible). The program displays the initial head rectangle after the
image is loaded. User must modify the rectangle's X-Y position and size by clicking and
dragging each side. User must also determine the first and last slice of the head
rectangle. This is done by navigating to the first slice of the head rectangle, clicking on
the toolbutton and selecting "set as first head slice", then navigating to the last slice of
the head rectangle, clicking on the toolbutton and selecting "set as last head slice". If the
head rectangle is not visible on the image, it means that the current slice is not one of
the selected head slices.

- Define the tumor center. User must locate the tumor center, click on the toolbutton and
then on the image. A small asterisk will appear at the location of the tumor center. The
asterisk will turn into an X sign for every slice other than the tumor center slice.

- Define the tumor cube dimensions. Around the tumor center a small square will be
drawn. This square represents the tumor cube. User can drag the square sides to
adjust its size.

4. AVOXMAT - material data selection

After the patient geometry has been defined, user clicks on the "Start" button to launch
AVOXMAT which prepares the selected portion of the CT image for simulation by
translating Hounsfields numbers into corresponding material indexes, e.g. in integer



values of a density multiplied by 10000, and Fepdat.inp file as input file for the
Fepdat code running.

5. FEPDAT - cross section and probabilities preparation

After running the AVOXMAT program, user must run the FEPDAT program, again by
clicking on the FEPDAT's "Start" button. FEPDAT prepares the transition probabilities
and input files for all selected materials (tissues) needed for the later Monte Carlo
simulation by FOTELP-KNF code.

6.  SENICA - preprocessing emission spectra

SENICA uses the particle information from ASURF.INP for preprocessing these data
for all of secondary collimator types in RGS ART 6000. After that, SENICA forms four
files Jaf*.dat and four files Krisk*.dat corresponding to collimator types. Some
details of this procedure are shown on Figure 6.

Figure 6. Shematic diagram for collimators geometry modeling and emision
spectra preprocessing.

7. RGS ART 6000 Geometry design

This step configures the inner helmet, rectangle space around the head and the cube
around tumor for specified part of RGS ART6000 geometry. Program Fotinp.exe
allows user the creation of this form. 



8.  FOTELP-KNF - 3D dose simulation

When all previuos steps are completed, FOTELP-KNF starts the Monte Carlo
simulation when the user clicks on the "Start" button.
This step can be repeated with previously prepared data, for different SENICA
parameters (for example, for increased source multiplier).

After the simulation is finished, deposed doses in CT-defined voxels (file SLIKA.DAT)
will be displayed over the CT data. User can change the palette for the deposed dose
display as well as the transparency level.

9. Tumor Dose Calculation

After finishing with simulation, user has three files at his use. First file SLIKA.DAT
contains deposed energy in 3D of earlier selected region. It provides user to watch slice
by slice normalized value in each voxel by clicking at "shows". Second file
ENTUM.DAT contains the same such values but inside the zone around isocenter.
Third file SENA.DAT contains squared deposed energy in each voxel. Data from these
files allow user to choose the volume around isocenter by the program Kdose.exe and to
calculate absorbed dose inside it. Deposed energy in tumor is shown at the screen with
statistical uncertainty.
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APPENDIX

A.  Homogenous tissue inside the skull

When user wants to simulate a single chanell (Figure 4) and to use patient's head instead
of phantom, FOTART provides several ways of doing so. Each of these ways have
similar steps:

Sa. Emission spectra gives FOTELP-COLL with the chosen collimator type of 4mm,
8mm, 14mm or 18mm.    

Sb.  Geometry of patient with isocenter in the middle of the brain according to procedure
as 3.

A1). User has to create new file avoxmat.dat with data for example, for the brain due to
ICRP standard, or for the bone due to ICRU standard. New file (blue) looks like this:

3
Number of material
-950  385  3000
Bordering Hounsfield's numbers for the air, tissue and bone. All to Hu = -950 is the air,
all materials to Hu=385 will have material characteristics 123, and materials above
Hu=385 gain material characteristics 413.
12  10000  12500
Density of (10000 times) air, tissue and bone from file Material.dat
401   123   413
Air, tissue and bone index in file Material.dat
1  1  0  0  2
A2).  In file fotinp.inp user should define number of rings and number of collimators on
them:

1
Number of rings
1
Number of collimators
45.67
0.77  0.77  0.77

A3). After that, user should enter (green) number of rings into new file tetfit.dat, as well
as number and type of collimators, and both polar and azimuthal angles at the end. For a
single chanell new file tetfit.dat looks like this:
1   1
Number of rings and collimators on the ring.



23  0.0   4
Polar and azimuthal angle and collimator type.

A4). Unless user doesn't want to simulate more sources, he should enter their number Kn
(red) into file senica.inp. The sources will be distributed at the circle with step 2*Pi/Kn,
and photon number at each source is 1/Kn of photon number in Asurf.inp. 

727532
0.3 0.13 0.175 0.25 0.3
1   12  Sources number.

A5). With new avoxmat.dat and tetfit.dat files, FOTART should get started from
planning steps 4. 

B.  Homogenous phantom

The experiments with homogenous phantom can be done by using program FOTELP-
COLL and ASURF.DAT with an option ISURF=20. Such an experiment gives 3D
deposed energy in a cylindrical phantom of 16 cm height and 16 cm diameter when
photon beam is along the Z-axis. In this experiments the polar beam angle cannot be
changed.

Experiments with homogenous phantom and one or more photon beams from file
ASURF.DAT can be done by using FOTART package in the similar way as in case of
homogenous tissue inside the skull, when input data are sorted in appropriate way.

B1). The contest of avoxmat.dat file for the case of water phantom inside a box
surrounding patient's head:

1
3000
10000
276

B2).  Contest of other files from A2 to A4,  user prepares in accordance to intention of
the experiment.
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